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Abstract
Mapping user profiles across social network sites enables
sharing and interactions between social networks, which
enriches the social networking experience. Manual mapping for user profiles is a time consuming and tedious
task. In addition profile mapping algorithms are inaccurate and are usually based on simple name or email string
matching. In this paper, we propose a Game With A
Purpose (GWAP) approach to solve the profile mapping
problem. The proposed approach leverages the game appeal and social community to generate the profile mappings. We designed and implemented an online social
networking game (GameMapping), the game is fun and
is based on human verification. The game presents the
players with some profiles information, and uses human
computation and knowledge about the information being presented to map similar user profiles. The game
was modeled using incomplete information game theory, and a proof of sequential equilibrium was provided.
To test the effectiveness of the mapping technique and
detection strategies, the game was implemented and deployed on Facebook, MySpace and Twitter and the experiments were performed on the real data collected from
users playing the game.
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Introduction

Social network (SN) services have been one of the main
highlights of Web 2.0. Popular SN sites have attracted
millions of users, for example Facebook hosts over 500
million users. Different SNs provide users with different
sets of services and experiences, for example, Facebook
and MySpace allow users to creates photo albums, fan
clubs, and post feeds along with sharing all this content
with friends, Twitter provides users with the ability to
post short messages, and LinkedIn enables users to connect with other users for professional purposes. To enjoy
these services, users endup creating accounts on differ-

ent sites, for example most Twitter users have a Facebook account [14], and 64% of MySpace users have accounts in Facebook [28]. With the increasing popularity
of SN connect services [18], this enabled users to connect
websites with their SN accounts and to share their opinions and comments across networks. Leading SN sites
are moving towards meeting the user’s cross site interactions demands [20]. Users are able to connect different
SN accounts and to share data across SNs, for instance, a
user could connect his Twitter feed to his Facebook status
such that his Facebook status will be updated automatically whenever he updates his Twitter feed [3].
When users create new accounts on a site they will
spend time trying to rebuild their friendship connections
with users they know, to alleviate this task several sites
provide users with “import your friends” capability. For
example, Bob has an established account in Facebook,
and Bob heard from his friends about the video posting
services provided by MySpace, so Bob creates a new account in MySpace which offers him to import his friends
from Facebook. Using this functionality MySpace imports profile attributes of Bob’s Facebook friends, and
attempts to locate users who have similar attributes in
MySpace (name, location, email hash, etc.) and recommends to Bob to add them as friends in MySpace. This
approach is not effective in locating users with popular
names, or for users who don’t have matching attributes.
Studies have shown that users tend to enter false information in their profiles [30], which causes attribute
based matching approaches to generate inaccurate results [35, 39]. Furthermore, graph matching solutions are
computationally expensive and require the knowledge of
the complete graph of both networks [7, 8, 2]. Email
based matching is only available when users use a same
email across sites. A simple solution would be possible
if all sites use a federated identity such as OpenID [31],
however this technology is not popular among social network users.
In this paper, we propose a Game With A Purpose

approach to solve the profile mapping problem. The
proposed approach leverages the game appeal and social community to generate the profile mappings. We
designed and implemented an online social networking
game (GameMapping), the game is fun and is based on
human verification. GameMapping takes advantage of
people’s existing perceptual abilities and desire to be entertained. The game will present the player with a user
from one social network, and a set of friends from another social network, which represent the set of mapping
recommendations. The friends’ information is summarized in a profile card which includes the profile photo,
name, age, location, etc. The player gets a small number of points for choosing one of the provided mappings,
this reinforces a sense of incremental individual success
in the game. The game also rewards social success by
awarding the player a large number of bonus points when
other users or friends agree to the player’s provided mappings. This proposed mechanism is similar to social buying, where buyers are offered discounts discount deals
(bonus) if they sign up for a deal in large masses [27].
Users will be allowed to invite their friends to play the
game in hope of gaining the large bonus points. Similar games with a purpose have been successfully proposed to aid in labeling and tagging images over the web
[33]. We also investigated several approaches for generating the set of mapping recommendations. The proposed GameMapping game was analyzed using game
theory, to identify equilibrium under the current assumptions and point granting scheme to ensure that rational
players will provide accurate profile mappings to maximize their game score. We performed several experiments to evaluate our approach on the game results, and
we compared it to attribute based mapping which is presented in the experimental section. The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:

include recommendation mechanism and the game theoretic proof. Section 5, describes the implementation of
game system and the experimental results. The related
work is discussed in Section 6, and Section 7 provides
the paper conclusion.
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2.1

Preliminaries
Game With a Purpose

Games with a Purpose (GWAP) is a form of human computation [33, 34], which gets humans to play enjoyable
games that are also productive tools. These games are
used in tasks that are hard for computers but easy for humans. For example, the ESP game [33] is a two-player
game used for labeling and tagging images over the web,
the game is setup to reward players providing the same
labels by giving them bonus points if their tags match.
Our goal is to design a GWAP to solve the profile mapping problem between social networks, by asking players
to map their friends in the different social networks. One
of the main challenges is the design of a points system
that rewards correctly identified profile mappings and to
maximize the reward for truthful rational players, and
minimize the reward of irrational players. Gaming on
social network platforms is becoming very popular with
games such as FarmVille in Facebook [13] hosting over
62 million monthly active users. Our proposed game can
easily be deployed on social network sites as an online
game, and if it is popular we estimate that most of the
account mappings can be properly discovered in a matter
of weeks.

2.2

Social Networks

Users and relationships between users are the core components of social networks. Each user manages an online personal profile, which usually includes information
such as the user’s name, birth date, address, contact information, emails, education, interests, photos, music,
videos, blogs, and many other items. Each user ui ∈ V
maintains a profile Pi , which is composed of N profile
attributes, {Ai1 , . . . , AiN }. Each attribute is a name-value
pair (an, av), where an and av represent name and value
respectively. For example, a Facebook user profile includes attributes such as birthday, location, gender, religion, etc. Users are also able to post objects such as
photos, videos, and notes to their profiles to share with
other users.
Users are connected to a set of friends, using this notion a social network can be modeled as an undirected
graph G(V, E), where the set of vertices V is the set of
users, and the set of edges E is the set of friendship relationships between users. The edge (ui , u j ) ∈ E implies

• We proposed a Game With A Purpose approach for
solving the profile mapping problem as a game supported by social verification.
• We proved the equilibrium of the game scoring
mechanism using game theory to ensure that rational players will provide accurate profile mappings
while playing the game.
• We implemented our game as an online social networking game in Facebook, MySpace and Twitter.
This implementation is a proof a concept and was
used to collect and perform experimental results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, provides an overview of Game With a Purpose
and social networks. Section 3, defines the problem of
profile mapping across sites. Section 4 describes how
the proposed game works, and gives game details that
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that users ui and u j are friends. Using the graph based
model for social networks, we leverage the node network structural properties to provide additional user attributes. These attributes include several small world network metrics such as: node degree centrality, betweenness, hit rate, eigen values [24]. For a user ui , we are able
to compute M network metrics Bi = {Bi1 , . . . , BiM }. Each
network attribute is similarly represented as a namevalue pair (bn, bv) that will be added to the user personal
profile attribute previously stated to constitute the user
profile P. The neighborhood of user u is the subgraph
Nu = (Vu , Eu ), where Vu = {v|v ∈ V, (u, v) ∈ E} ∪ {u},
Eu = {(x, y)|x, y ∈ Vu , (x, y) ∈ E}.
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and SNB respectively, and user’s local neighborhoods
NuAi , NuBj find the set of mappings Mu ⊆ M mappings
between profiles in Nui and Nu j .
Our proposed approach will leverage the individual and
social knowledge of social network users to provide mappings, and to provide mapping verifications which can
be then used to solve the local profile mapping problem. The local profile mapping problem does not require
knowledge of the whole social network graph, instead it
only requires knowledge of the neighborhood network.
Providing incentives to ensure the wide spread adoption
of the game would allow solving a large number of local profile mappings, which enables the mapping of all
similar profiles in large social networks. In fact, this is
equivalent to the generalization of the subgraph isomorphism mappings of local networks to the maximum number of common subgraph problem in the global networks
[40]. In this paper we are interested in studying mappings between social networks user accounts like Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter. Mapping profiles in social networks is applicable to identity management, and
is a step towards enabling cross site interactions between
users in different sites.

Problem Definition

The global profile mapping is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Profile Mapping Problem). Given social
networks SNA and SNB , with social graphs GA = (VA , EA )
and GB = (VB , EB ) respectively, find the set of profile
mappings M of the form (ui , u j ) ∈ M where ui ∈ VA and
u j ∈ VB belonging to the same user in both social graphs
GA and GB .
The problem of mapping data concepts between different sites or platforms have been applied to multiple areas, such as: database schema matching [21, 29], web
search [10, 5], ontology mapping [9] and visualization
[12, 38]. The graph isomorphism is an NP-Complete
problem which involves finding one to one mappings
between vertices and edges of a pair of graphs [4, 16].
The subgraph isomorphism graph matching problems
has been proven to be NP-complete [15]. Furthermore,
when |VA | 6= |VB | known as the inexact graph matching problem, the complexity is proven in [1] to be NPcomplete. In addition, the inexact sub-graph matching
problem is NP-complete, and the largest common subgraph problem is also equivalent in complexity to the
later which is NP-complete. Several attribute, model, object recognition and network based techniques were proposed to provide heuristic approaches to solving graph
matching problems [7, 8, 2], these approaches are computationally expensive, and require the knowledge of the
complete graphs GA and GB . In this paper, we propose solving the profile mapping problem by using human computation in the form of an online game.This approach has been used in [34, 33] to effectively map tags
to images. The main assumption is that with the correct
set of incentives, users would enjoy playing a game and
at the same time contribute to mapping profiles between
users in different networks.

4

General Game Description

Our proposed game is called GameMapping. The basic idea is that players gain points by providing mappings of their friends’ profiles in multiple social networks. GameMapping allows players to map Facebook
and MySpace profiles, or Facebook and Twitter profiles.
In order to play the game the player needs to complete an authentication stage that involves two social network sites. We implement Facebook Connect, MySpaceID and TwitterID to enable the user to authenticate
into the corresponding social networks and to authorize
the GameMapping site access to the user’s profile and
friends list. This enables the GameMapping site to retrieve the user’s profile and neighborhood social graph
data which includes last name, first name, gender, age,
country, profile picture, friends list and mutual friendships. This data enables our system to compute the
local neighborhood for the current player (NuA , NuB ).
The user profile referred to as the focus user u f is presented to the player for mapping. The focus user u f
is selected from the neighborhood with the smaller size
(cardinality). Without loss of generality we assume
|NuA | ≤ |NuB |, where the focus user profile u f is selected from neighborhood NuA . The game computes the
recommended mappings profiles R from neighborhood
NuB based on attribute and network distance metric. The
focus user and the computed recommendations are then
presented to the player. Figure 1, shows a screen shot

Definition 2 (Local Profile Mapping Problem) Given a
user u who has identities ui and u j in social network SNA
3

4.1

of the game, where the focus user is in the center surrounded by his possible best recommended mappings
displayed in a random order. The users’ profile pictures
are shown along with their profile information which include, age, gender, and location. Information about the
recommended mappings is presented to the user when
the mouse is moved over the photo. The player should
decide either to map the focus user to one of the recommended profiles or to skip if no map is present. The
player is given 40 seconds to make a decision about the
presented game data set, then a new game data set is presented. The game also presents top 10 players ordered by
the points earned. To motivate players into making cor-

Recommendation Generation

Given a player u who owns profiles ui and u j , and the
neighborhoods NuA and NuB the focus user u f is selected
randomly from the neighborhood that has the smaller
number of nodes, which we refer to as the focus network.
This design choice was made as the maximum number of
possible mappings is equal to min(|VuA |, |VuB |). Figure 2,
shows both neighborhoods and the focus user u f . Lets

Figure 2: Neighborhood and Focus User Recommendations.
assume the focus user u f is selected from NuA . Given
the focus user the mapping recommendation is generated by ranking the user profiles in NuB based on their
similarity to the focus user. The similarity between two
profiles is computed as a weighted sum of distances between the different user profile and network attributes.
The profile attributes include first name, last name, gender, age and address. The network attributes include the
centrality, betweenness, hit rate, degree and eigen values
[6, 25]. We investigated several vector distances which
include the Chebychev and Minkowski distance for numerical attributes, Cosine and Levenshtein distance for
nominal attributes, and the Euclidian distance for the numerical attributes (i.e. age) and the Levenshtein distance
for nominal attributes (i.e. gender, name) [19]. The
weights of each attribute were computed based on a linear regression classifier trained using the knowledge collected from our initial experiments [36, 37]. The recommendation set R is the sorted list of proposed user
profiles based on their computed similarity with the focus user. As indicated in Figure 1, the game presents
the user with the top 12 recommended mappings select
from the recommendation set R following the Top-k Fagin’s algorithm [11]. The selected recommendations are
shuffled randomly then displayed in a clock-wise fashion
around the focus user. This randomization is required to
ensure that players put some effort in finding the possible profile mapping among the displayed 12 recommendations. Moreover, by randomizing the recommendation
set R this would avoid possible collusion between different players as each player is presented with the same
12 recommendations but not in the same location on the
screen.

Figure 1: The GameMapping Screen Shot

rect decisions of either mapping or skipping, the game
awards the player 10 points for any provided map, 100
bonus points if the provided map is confirmed by another player, and 30 bonus points if a skip is confirmed
by another player. In order to maximize the points (reward), a player should focus on providing the mappings
that will most probably be confirmed by other players.
When a player start the game, the player first plays the
game with the player own network data set. In other
words, the player maps friend’s profiles. After the player
is done mapping his local network, the player plays the
game with a game dataset that is randomly selected. It
ensures that players provide mappings towards multiple
local profile mappings and at the same time ensure the
game continuity. By motivating players to play multiple
data sets enables the game to provide mapping confirmations as will be discussed in the game theoretic proof. In
addition, each game dataset represents a local mapping
problem, which when combined for multiple data sets results in the global mapping of the overall social network
graph.
4

4.2

Game Theoretic Analysis

Player 1

Player 2

In this game the players do not communicate and each
player does not know the action taken by other player.
The game can be modeled as a two player extensive game
with incomplete information. In this game the players are
provided with a focus user u f and a set of recommended
mappings R = {u1 , . . . , un , φ }. Each player has a set of
n + 1 actions of the form ak = map(u f , uk ) where uk ∈ R.
Note, the action an+1 = map(u f , φ ), which is equivalent
to the skip(u f ). The set of actions A1 = A2 = A, and the
utility (δi ) of player i is selected to satisfy the following
conditions:

• δ (ai , ai ) > δ (ai , a j ) for all i 6= j,
• δ (ai , ai ) > δ (an+1 , an+1 ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Player 1

Player 2

,
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Since the game has multiple equilibria it is still not
clear what action strategy with a rational player act upon.
Given that each player does not know the action taken by
the other player, the question that each player asks themselves is that given {u f , R} “what would other players do
if they are presented with the same {u f , R} ?” and by
the theory of focal points [22] players will usually coordinate at points that in some sense stick out from the
others (focal points). A player game strategy can be described based on the probability of selecting an action ai
from the action set A given the focus user and recommendation set {u f , R}. The probability p(ai |{u f , R}) represents the probability of choosing an action ai conditioned
on the game parameters {u f , R}, which can be represented as p(ai |{u f , R}) = p(ai ) × r(ai , {u f , R}). Where

• δ (ai , a j ) = δ (a j , ai ),

,

:
an
an+1

a1

Figure 4: Game Nash Equilibria Indicated in Grey.

• δ1 = δ2 = δ ,

,

a1
a2

p(a ,{u ,R})

i
f
is the relevance of action
r(ai , {u f , R}) = p(ai )×p({u
f ,R})
ai to the set {u f , R}. According to focal point analysis,
a rational player would choose the action that maximizes
the p(ai |{u f , R}) which is the action that is most relevant
to the current {u f , R} set, which is described as follows:

,

Figure 3: Game tree with imperfect information.
Figure 3, shows the extensive game tree, where each
nodes represent players and edges represent player actions. The payoffs for players 1 and 2 are shown at the
terminal nodes. The values of h and l are chosen such
that h > l, this ensures that u(ai , ai ) > u(ai , a j ) for all
i 6= j. This game is a coordination game in which each
player is trying to make the same choice as the other
player to maximize their utility.
Rational players intend to maximize their expected
game payoff. Note that the payoff from agreeing on a
map is higher than the payoff from agreeing on a skip
(h > l), this motivates rational players to try to find possible maps between the focus user and one of the recommendations and to skip if they can not find a suitable map. The Nash equilibrium is a commonly used
equilibrium notion that provides an equilibria such that
no player can profitably deviate from and enhance their
payoff with the belief that other players will not deviate
[26]. Referring to the game representation in table form
in Figure 4, The game has n + 1 = |A| pure Nash equilibria represented by the set S where S = {(ai , ai ) : ai ∈ A},
that is strategy that would result in maximizing the user
payoff is when both users make the same action.

a∗ = arg max p(ai ) × r(ai , {u f , R})
ai ∈A

By choosing action a∗ players maximize their chance of
being matched by other players in the system and ultimately gaining the payoff δ (a∗ , a∗ ).
Assuming players are rational and they will choose the
action that is most relevant for the given focus user and
recommendation set, a dominant strategy that ensure that
players coordinate and maximize their expected utility is
attained when players follow the same actions selection
probability p(ai |{u f , R}) [32]. This implies that players
will be motivated to provide a map when they recognize
a map and will prefer to choose skip if a map does not
exist.

5
5.1

Experiments and Results
Implementation Details

We implemented the GameMapping game as an online
game. The online game is functional on client browsers
5

In addition, we insert detection datasets into the normal game datasets to detect the irrational players. The
detection game datasets are normal dataset that do not
contain any correct mapping. If a player provides many
mappings for the detection game dataset, there is high
probability the player is an irrational player. We also
recorded the amount of time taken by players in making
each mapping to detect the irrational players and robots.
If a player is an irrational player or a robot, the player
might spend less time in each single mapping than rational players since the irrational players might provide
mappings without comparing profiles. The game provides a CAPTCHA if the response rate is above the normal rate to prevent robots from playing the game. Finally we applied mapping confirmation strategy. If an
irrational player provides inaccurate mappings, there is
a low chance the inaccurate mapping gets a confirming
map from other rational players.

supporting Adobe Flash. The game communicates with
a centralized GameMapping server to exchange and retrieve data. The game server is responsible for retrieving
user profiles from social network sites, generating focus
user and recommendation data sets, and storing all the
mapping information. To support these features, we implemented social web application tools and APIs in the
game server. Figure 5, depicts the architecture of our
GameMapping
Server
Client

AJAX call to
Game Server API
XML

Social Network Sites

HTTPrequest to API
XML or JSON

OAuth based Authentication
& Authorization

Figure 5: The Architecture of GameMapping
system. The game server connects to the each social network site using social web application tools such as Facebook Connect, MySpaceID, and TwitterID. These tools
allow our game server to interact with the APIs of each
social network site on behalf of game players. Facebook
Connect is based on OAuth 2.0 specification while MySpaceID and TwitterID are based on OAuth 1.0a specification. We also implemented social plugins such as
Like Button and Invitation to enhance the popularity and
adoption of our game through friend of friend invitations
and word of mouth. We implemented a polling mechanism to enable the retrieval of user’s profile information, that is based on both server and client technologies
(Ajax).

5.2

5.3

Experiments

To evaluate our approach, we recruited participants
which have accounts in multiple social networks by inviting users from MySpace and Twitter groups and apps
on Facebook. As an incentive to play the game, we
held a two week game competition to encourage users
to participate in our research and distributed 10 iTunes
gift cards to the top 10 players and an iPod Nano to the
top player. One hundred and twenty-four players agreed
to play the game, of which 80 where male, 32 female
and 12 did not indicate their gender. There were two
kinds of game the Facebook-MySpace (FB-MS) game
for mapping user profiles between Facebook and MySpace and the Facebook-Twitter (FB-TW) game to map
Facebook to Twitter. The FB-MS game was played by
30 players, and 94 players registered and played the FBTW game. Perhaps users favored playing the FB-TW
game due to the increasing popularity of both Facebook
and Twitter. During the two weeks game competition,
we collected 38, 532 Facebook profiles, 8, 452 MySpace
profiles, 11, 775 Twitter profiles and 7, 411 profile mappings between user profiles. The collected profiles were
used to generate the game datasets which were presented
to the players to provide mappings between profiles in
different networks. The game presented the players with
a privacy consent that indicated that only the public information will be shared with other players which included
the user’s first name, last name, and location.
For verification and experimental purposes we manually verified all the provided profile mappings provided
by the players using a simple verification web tool that
shows details of mapped user’s profiles with an inspection form. We designed the tool to generate comparison
results of last name, first name, age, and gender automat-

Collusion and Irrational Behavior

It is possible that some players map non-mapping and
incorrect profiles intentionally. Based on the game theoretical discussion in Section 4.2, rational users are able
to maximize their payoff by selecting the correct actions
(map or skip). Irrational players are players who attempt to play the game and provide inaccurate mappings
in hope of gaining high points or simply affecting our
mapping accuracy. Although our game system does not
provide a chatting feature, players might collude using
another communication channel such as AIM or MSN
chat, in order to provide the same inaccurate mappings to
the game. To prevent collusion among players, our game
displays randomly selected data sets to different players,
who are allowed to play each game data set only once.
Another irrational behavior is a player providing inaccurate mappings continuously by guessing, and getting
l points for each provided map or skip. The game scoring mechanism ensures that rational players converge to
a high score faster than guessing players.
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Figure 6: GameMapping Experimental Accuracy Results.

accuracy. Figure 6(c) shows the over all confirmation
accuracy for both the map and skip cases, which also
plateau’s at 3 confirmations.

ically and we manually input the comparison result for
profile pictures and countries. For each profile mapping
we compared the profile pictures and categorized them
into one of 5 types which include, Same, Similar, Different, Picture present only in one site, and None (picture is
not present). In case of address and location information,
geocoding distances were used to compare both profiles.
If the profile information was not enough to make a decision, the inspectors visited profile page in each social
network site to compare both profiles.

5.4

Figure 7(a) depicts the contribution of each profile attribute in verified FB-MS mapping results. Six attributes
such as profile picture, first name, last name, gender, age,
and country were used in comparing the profiles in the
game. Note that, only 5.6% of users post exactly the
same profile picture and 96.4% of users do not use a same
profile picture (48.7% use similar pictures, 31.6% use
different pictures, 13.7% have a profile picture in only
one site, and 0.4% of the users do not have profile pictures). This shows that players mapped the same profiles
based on other knowledge such as friendship information
even if the two profiles did not use the same profile pictures. Last name and first name are important attributes
in attribute based mapping, our results show that 74.4%
of the users have the same last name and 72.8% users
have the same first name. Which indicates that if the
profile mapping is performed by comparing the name attributes, we expect about 73% matching accuracy. In
other words, our game based mapping approach with
confirmation is able to detect profile mappings for none
matching profile names and provide a 27% improvement
over the name based mapping. If gender and age are
considered in attribute based mapping, the mapping result is not expected to increase as this usually missing
or is low quality. Figure 7(b) depicts the contribution
of each attribute in the verified FB-TW profile mapping
results. In Twitter, only four attributes are used to compare the profiles in the game which include, profile picture, first name, last name, and country. The FB-TW
attributes show a pattern similar to the FB-MS attributes.
The minor difference is in the percentage of profiles that
use the same profile pictures, last name and first name,
where FB-TW shows higher percentages of similar profile attributes. The reason might be Facebook and Twitter
are currently very popular sites. It makes many users to

Evaluation of Mapping results

We analyzed the number of player confirmations required for accurate profile mappings and skippings by
comparing the mappings provided by the players with
the mappings verified manually. Figure 6(a) presents the
mapping accuracy for different number of confirmations
for both kinds of games (FB-MS and FB-TW), as shown
the mapping accuracy increases as the number of confirmations increase. Note that, the mapping confirmation
plateau’s at 100% after 3 confirmations, which indicates
that we need at least 3 confirmations to support 100% accuracy and 2 confirmations for 95% mapping accuracy.
Figure 6(b) presents the skipping accuracy, which follows a similar pattern as the mapping accuracy as it also
plateau’s at 100% accuracy after 3 player confirmations
for both FB-MS and FB-TW games. The FB-MS mapping and skipping results show a higher accuracy when
compared to the FB-TW case, this is because the FBMS dataset provides more user profile information to the
player such as gender, age, address and other attributes
that may help players in easily locating similar profiles
accurately. Further, the friend relationship of Facebook
and MySpace is based on mutual agreement and following relationship of Twitter is not based on mutual agreement. Therefore, the mutual agreement based relationship provides more knowledge for friends and higher
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keep their profiles consistently up to date. In comparison
to the name based attribute mapping, the FB-TW shows
a 25% improvement in mapping accuracy. Figures 7(c)7(e), show the possible profile mappings with respect to
the same, similar and different profile photos, note that
some users had the same, similar and different profile
photos. The mapped user is indicated by the red circle.

be attributed to the low similarity between the mapping
neighborhoods which reduces the effectiveness of flooding algorithm. As indicated in Figure 7(a) and 7(b) profile attributes used in different social networks have a low
degree of similarity, users do not always provide correct
data or data is missing, attribute similarity is important in
similarity flooding as it is used in initialization and flooding phases of the similarity flooding algorithm. In addition the neighborhood graph information for users in different social networks do not have considerable similarity in friendship connections and neighborhoods which
tends to reduce the effectiveness of the flooding based
similarity. On the other hand, our proposed approach
provides higher accuracy due to the fact that player’s map
profiles not only based on the profile attributes but also
based on the player’s implicit knowledge about the profiles and on the reasoning behind of likelihood of mapping confirmation.

To better understand how other network based approaches perform in matching the collected profile data.
We used the similarity flooding graph matching approach
[23], which matches profiles based on both profile attributes and network neighborhood similarity. The algorithm takes two labeled graphs (game data sets) as input and produces as output a mapping between matching
profiles. We applied the collected game datasets to the
similarity flooding algorithm and the generated an average matching accuracy of 74%. This result is far less than
our proposed game mapping approach. The low accuracy generated by the similarity flooding approach could

The game datasets are generated from the player’s net8
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Figure 8: GameMapping Experimental Results.

work, Friend of Friend (FOF) network, and other user’s
network data. Figure 8(a) depicts the average accuracy
of mapping results for different network types. For both
FB-MS and FB-TW games, the results show that the accuracy of player network is lower than the accuracy of
FOF network. The results did not meet our expectation that the accuracy of player network is higher than
the accuracy of FOF network, which would be in turn
higher than the accuracy of other network, since the players have more knowledge about their friends. We investigated the whole process of the game to answer the
question why the accuracy of player network is lower
than the accuracy of FOF network. First, we found that
most players did not watch the video tutorial that is on
the game homepage before they started the game. It
made the players start the game without the knowledge
about the game. Second, the players first played the
game for their network dataset. Therefore, the players
learned how to play the game while they were making
incorrect or correct mappings on their network dataset.
Then, they were able to play better when they played on
the FOF network or other user’s network game datasets.
To confirm our discovered cause, we also investigated
the mapping data. Figure 8(b) depicts the accuracy of
knowledgeable players who knew how to play the game
before starting the game. The knowledgeable players
provided 100% accuracy on their network, 96.5% accuracy on FOF network, and 95.5% accuracy on other networks. It shows the players’ friend relation influence on
the accuracy of mapping results. The players provided
higher accuracy on their friend profile mappings than
unknown people’s profile mappings. In summary, the

game based profile mapping approach with confirmation
provides better mapping results when compared to simple attribute mapping approaches. It is able to generate
100% accurate profile mappings with 3 or more mapping
confirmations. Friend relation knowledge influences on
the accuracy of mappings for different network types.

5.5

Irrational Player Detection Evaluation

In the initial stage of game design, we considered the
irrational players and designed prevention and detection
strategies as described in Section 5.2. To identify the
irrational players, we calculated the mapping accuracy
distribution of players as presented in Figure 9.
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In our game period, 69 players provide over 90% mapping accuracy (18 players provided 100% mapping accuracy), and 8 players provided less than 10% mapping accuracy. We classify irrational players as either passive or
active irrational players. A passive irrational player is a
player that provides a small number of mapping which is
lower than the average mapping of all the game players
(105 mappings), and has an accuracy of 20% or less. On
the other hand, an irrational player is considered active
if he provides more than the average number of mappings and has an accuracy of 20% or less. Based on this
classification, we discovered 12 irrational players, with 9
passive and 3 active irrational players. The passive irrational players provided 14 mappings on average, which
implies that most passive irrational players did not spend
much time in playing the game and left it shortly after
their registration stage. There might be several reasons
behind the reason for their low accuracy, one possible
reason is that they did not understand the game and decided to test it out by providing random mappings. Table 1 shows a summary of the results extracted from the
3 active irrational players. The player 1 spent on average

Irrational
Player
Player 1
Player 2
Player 3

Mapping

Accuracy

130
551
2643

6,15%
3.62%
1.05%

Related Work

Mapping users account across social networks is an important task that will allow users and third party applications to interact across social networks. In this paper,
we divided our literature review to the following areas:
attribute matching, graph matching, and human computation using games.
Without a common identity management system between different sites, attribute matching techniques are
used to detect the same user in different sites by utilizing user’s information. Wang et al. [35] proposed a
record comparison algorithm that detects deceptive criminal identities using four personal attributes: name, date
of birth, social security number and address. It calculates the overall similarity score of personal attributes. If
the overall similarity score is higher than a pre-defined
threshold, two people are considered a matched people.
The authors also revealed that incomplete records with
many missing data could significantly increase the error
rate of the record comparison algorithm that is a common
limitation of many identity matching techniques using
only personal attributes. Jennifer et al. [39] showed that
combining social features with personal features could
improve the performance of criminal identity matching.
They artificially constructed incomplete datasets from a
complete datasets by randomly choosing a percentage
of person’s records and removing their data of birthday
or address values. Using this incomplete dataset with
a decision tree classification method, they found out if
the dataset had more missing values in personal identity attribute, the social contextual features significantly
increase the matching performance. This paper showed
how personal attributes and social features affect the performance of the identity matching.
The graph matching problem was classified as one of
the most difficult problems. In fact, many categories of
graphs were classified as NP-compete problem in [16].
Exact subgraph matching problem, for example, where
the number of vertices in each subgraph is the same was
proven to be NP-complete by [15], however under certain constraints, where the subgraph is a tree in the big
forest graph, it was proven to be resolved in polynomial
time. In our paper, we consider the inexact subgraph
matching problem, where the number of vertices (nodes)
in each network subgraph is different, and this problem
was also proved to be NP-complete by [1]. In [23]
the other use a directed graph matching approach for
database schema matching consisting of similarity flooding with a fixed point computation of similarity. In our
paper we represent the social networks with undirected
graphs.
Using human knowledge for computation while entertaining them is one of the increasing trends in the recent

Average
Time
7.00 sec
0.55 sec
1.65 sec

Table 1: Active Attackers

7 seconds to map each profile and provided 130 mappings with 6.15% accuracy and the player 2 spent 0.55
seconds to map each profile and provided 551 mappings
with 3.62% accuracy. Both players have low accuracy
but it is evident that player 2 did not review the focus
user data or the recommend user profiles instead he preferred to randomly map or skip the presented user. All
the three players did play the detection game, and all of
them provided 0% mapping and skipping accuracy for
the detection game. Therefore, all the above 3 players
were detected by the detection game strategy. Another
detection strategy was based on comparing the average
mapping time, where the average mapping time of the
players who have accuracy above 90% was 6.7 seconds.
On the other hand, the average mapping time for the irrational players was 3 seconds. This implies that rational
players spend about twice the time to map profiles when
compared to irrational players. Moreover, most mapping
results from the irrational players did not get a confirmation, and they were not in the top 10 players.
10
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years. Most of the research applications of this technique
is in the image labeling problem that is described in [33],
where the authors created an image labeling game called
the ESP Game to take advantage of the powerful vision
sense and common knowledge of humans to achieve the
labeling. The ESP game is played by two players without any information or link between each other but the
image being labeled, and they are asked to label objects
that are present in the image. Once the players agree
on an object that is present in the image they will be introduced with another image and so on. Another good
game that used human common knowledge for semantic annotation is PhotoSlap [17]. In PhotoSlap, the authors based their idea on the ESP game and the popular
Snap card game, where the players flip cards containing random images, and slap each time they identify two
consecutive images of the same person. In addition, the
game supports the ob jection and trap actions to enforce
truthfulness, where the players are presented with a set of
images that they can set as traps (i.e. photos containing
similar faces/heads) at the beginning of the game. Once
a player slaps, the other players may ob ject to the truthfulness of the slap, which is verified by the traps defined
earlier in the game. Our idea is similar to the ESP and
PhotoSlap games in the way of using human knowledge
to map between user accounts using not only images, but
also profile attributes, such as: age, gender, first name,
last name and other attributes that might be helpful for a
human to make a mapping decision.
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